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Good Tuesday Morning, 3rd Octave of Pentecost

May the Spirit of the Gospel and the Holy Word be Always in our

Minds, on our Tongues, and in our Hearts.

Holy Virgin Mary and All Saints - Pray for us!

Index Number 1550:

—

In this morning's prayers & meditation I became Aware of

something that reminded me of how unobservant I can really be,

among other meditations and consideration.

—

Before I go into that, I will mentioned that I once again considered

the Abraham's Sacrifice of Isaac, ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Binding_of_Isaac

Archived: https://archive.ph/k8oqD

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/kk2i0c9nuc2499r

/Binding%20of%20Isaac%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf

—

—

.. in terms that like with God and Cane – that Cane did Die and was

used to Host those Realities involving a world full of people with

sins that reflect his – that Isaac WAS sacrificed, and we all living

Under and Through him as the Hosting Isaac (and the 'Client' Isaac

within) Under and Through.
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I was considering the difference between the Sacrifice of humans

and animals, and the Values and Effects to us .. animals in terms of

what we eat (those raised in constant suffering and pain in factory-

farms, or in fields and at peace) and in people – Isaac being

seemingly a more pure soul then Cane who had Grave Sin, and of

course Jesus with no Sin.

What effect on human ability in the Sacrifice of Animals in the old

Jewish Rite – was Isaac Required to be more fully Human, and had

he never been (as I argue he WAS) would we all be much Less

capable of human and soul?

—

Back to my Surprise – I was almost as shocked as the fictional

characters of Lois Lane (or Jimmy) – if released from their Witch

Spell of Blindness – and first they saw Clark Kent without his

glasses and it suddenly dawns on them – Superman had been

before and near them all along, and it was his active disguise an

distractions which hid him from them – his obvious clear

intelligence and manipulation – which required a depth of

understanding not only of human nature in many aspects – but to

be so close and still disguised required a Theory of Mind and very

good understanding of them both and the others to somehow stay

in the shadows of awareness.

.. Although the 'superman' I spotted is not a superman with

superpowers – unless you consider being able to hide such a huge

secrete in plain-sight a superpower – which it effectively is.

Amazing. So much better at it then I was – clearly. It was the

parallels to a young version of myself that opened my eyes.

.. the question is if I can help this man as I believe he needs –

having likely been emotionally and mentally crippled by his mother

and likely older sister, grandmothers, .. a real vile cesspool of evil

male-hating Witches who saw his greatness and – like in many

families that are a secrete Matriarchy, any male is destroyed if not

completely hobbled into submission early and regularly.

And no doubt filled with self-loathing and trained to turn every

negative reaction from any women (or anyone) into conformation

that he truly is the Monster the Satanic Horrors that raised him and

told him they cared and loved him, yet destroying his mind and

soul.

So, he is sure he is a Monster and so much use that amazing

intellect and understanding to stay hidden and ineffectual. .. so

good at it! He is truly amazing – and I would add that given I am

almost sure of the situation – in a Just world all the older women in

his family .. well, they are clearly evil and I do not mean

'functionally' like some accidental evil that many of us trained from

birth to be, but hideous nightmares that for public good should be

recognized as such, as well as all others connected in positions of

power that were not active in helping him.

In a Just reality that had a #PublicDataBase I would be able to track

down all those significant women and attach Records arguing of

their putrid vicious Satanic history of abuse and evil, and we all
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would be safer – because anyone connected to them and did not

act in caution and badness resulted would be directly responsible

and possibly could be accused of intentional evil and intending the

bad results, and such.

—

The important thing is how could I possible help this self-tortured

man?

.. because in his mind anyone who abuses him or treats him badly

would only be doing what is right, and those that try to befriend or

help are only ignorant to his Monsterness – and he will not want

closeness .. or such will be seen (and if not then it indicated a

stupidity or such from them.)

And since the roots are in family and mother/sister

/aunt/grandmother 'love' and connection, that Start of his

unChaining is an understanding that to a Just Society and the

people in them – they are barely human – dangerous vile evil

horrors that a person who had no choice – and since our State

supports such evil horrors – between killing them and letting them

continue to hurt others, the seemingly Right choice is to kill them all

.. hopefully in such a way that no one else gets hurt including

yourself.

But Since God Demands Love, not Death, .. and Better from us all

– that relatively simple option has been removed.

.. and his awareness - unchaining - will require him to get through

that point himself .. a dangerous step because such a man is

demonstratively intelligent enough and skilled enough to be so very

dangerous – and that is part of what the twisting was from the

Witches – 'oh do not get upset because you will surely hurt

someone [you love]' my older sister would torment me into near

physical violence and then her and my mother would use that to

hurt me, and my image of maleness and manhood.

—

I do not have to go into the schools to know that is exactly one of

the horrors they are doing on mass – putrid vicious slimy horror

women all working together to torment and encourage such

reactions and with likely many of the girls groomed into those rolls

(and those teachers and administrators were by their Witch horror

mothers and the Satanic horrors women in the horror of their lives.)

I am so glad I got a glimpse of him ‘without his glasses’ – and that I

have what must be a very similar background.

—

I fell in the classic trap many intelligent people fall into – and was

amazingly Blind. Makes me wonder how many more I have missed.

—

Something important to consider – which must be addressed to

promote personal to world-wide & Future Truth, Justice, and

Justice., ..

-

“Consilience Project: The Endgames of Bad Faith

Communication w/ Zak Stein”

by The Stoa

https://youtu.be/V8qeN7mdLNM

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/vm2kjbn4j45qdv4

/Consilience%20Project%20The%20Endgames%20of%20Bad%20Faith%20Communication%20w%20Zak%20Stein.mp4
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—

Referenced article, ..

-

“The Endgames of Bad Faith Communication”

by Foundation, 23 Feb 2022

https://consilienceproject.org/endgames-of-bad-communication

Archived: https://archive.ph/HzZhb

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/scq0phrba1aen98

/The%20Endgames%20of%20Bad%20Faith%20Communication.pdf

—

—

Once you digest the above topic about 'Good Faith' the following is

clearly a war-creating bad-faith Actions by and from NATO and

this #GreatSatan Empire.

—

—

These two articles' subject (and video) subject are barely being

covered in the Western Media I review, and I would use in this vile

#cntHell to threaten Nuke war over .. first by flying him over anyway

with armed fighters, and if a problem then nuke the home of the

leader in that nation, while being prepared to kill us all – because in

a vile hate-ruled nightmare where children are separated from

fathers then perhaps we all dying – vomiting our guts out – is an

option to put on the table.

.. and F-you if you can not understand .. I suppose we will meet in

Hell - you vile horror.

-
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“Russia’s foreign minister says decision by 3 European states

to block his plane ‘unprecedented’”

by PressTV, 06 June 2022

https://www.presstv.ir/Detail/2022/06/06/683433/Russia-Ukraine-Lavrov-Bulgaria-

North-Macedonia-Montenegro-airspace-NATO-Serbia

Archived: https://archive.ph/1h5zV

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/4yslk6cj71am8gn/Russia%E2%80

%99s%20foreign%20minister%20says%20decision%20by%203%20European%20states%20to%20block%20his%20plane

%20%E2%80%98unprecedented%E2%80%99.pdf

Russia’s Foreign Minister Says Decision By 3 European States To

Block His Plane ‘unprecedented’

104KB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

—

—

2nd version, ..

-

“Russian FM reacts to being barred from foreign visit”

by RT, 6 Jun, 2022

https://www.rt.com/russia/556686-lavrov-serbia-nato-bulgaria

Archived: https://archive.ph/YdDt2

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/4yslk6cj71am8gn/Russia%E2%80

%99s%20foreign%20minister%20says%20decision%20by%203%20European%20states%20to%20block%20his%20plane

%20%E2%80%98unprecedented%E2%80%99.pdf

Russian Fm Reacts To Being Barred From Foreign Visit — Rt

Russia & Former Soviet Union

2.22MB ∙ PDF File
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Read now

Read now

—

—

A Video ..

A man so competent that our putrid retarded evil-Zionist Witch

minions in this #GreatSatan Captured Elite family Puppets count

never hold a candle too – as he clearly has Merit, Experience, and

Virtue.

-

“‘It has become normal’ – Lavrov on denial of air passage for

Russian authorities”

by RT, June 6, 2022

https://rumble.com/v17ht7t-it-has-become-normal-lavrov-on-denial-of-air-

passage-for-russian-authoritie.html

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tan0sm5c5jdqx3r/%E2%80

%98It%20has%20become%20normal%E2%80%99%20%E2%80

%93%20Lavrov%20on%20denial%20of%20air%20passage%20for%20Russian%20authorities%20-%20PKRwe.gaa.mp4

—

—

Speaking of soul-sickened mothers separating children and fathers

(as tortured Sacrifices to Satan.), ..

-

“Fathers Bereaved by ‘Death Without Birth’”

by John Waters, 6 June 2022

https://johnwaters.substack.com/p/fathers-bereaved-by-death-without

Archived: https://archive.ph/vKHy6
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DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2ioq6pupi97k4l5

/Fathers%20Bereaved%20by%20%E2%80%98Death%20Without%20Birth

%E2%80%99.pdf

—

Article - 'To augment my series on feminism, this is a related article

I wrote four years ago, after a ruinous Irish referendum on abortion,

with an added 2022 coda concerning the deep nature of media

corruption'

—

In this society and unless your community can isolate – like much

of the Mormons had – as well as the Orthodox Jews, Christians and

– of course – the 'no go zones' Muslims, and I recently talked about

the Indian Researcher who kept his wife isolated while living here –

the Center of Evil – near UVM.

It is hard to imagine any women in the Satanic society we must

Suffer surviving long .. we all at risk, but women are too easily

corrupted and the results go Deeper .. male are more able to adapt

and change when needed.

-

“Her Upbringing Won't Save Her...Or You”

by Thinking-Ape

https://youtu.be/cvHkhfB3CEw

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/2iub4roi31xpt2z

/Her%20Upbringing%20Won-t%20Save%20Her...Or%20You.mp4

—

Such horror .. the Satanic Nightmare pushed in this #GreatSatan

and the Vagina-god Satan following brain-damaged and twisted

generations of Witches., ..

-

“De-trans Stories are Harrowing”

by The Podcast of the Lotus Eaters

https://youtu.be/BIf89N63uWA

https://www.bitchute.com/video/BIf89N63uWA

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/8iclvnqy3lp23qr/De-

trans%20Stories%20are%20Harrowing.mp4
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—

White Genocide is supported and allowed with minor penalties

– disagree with the evil-Zionist Minion Captured Elites evil-

Programmed vomit-of-day, then sit in jail, perhaps tortured like

those charged in Jan 6th.

Why should not every mother and every older women in the

powerful families be public ally punished and made to pay for the

horrors they created and Programmed and sent onus to Suffer?

.. what but nightly mass public #TaseredTillPissingAndScreaming in

every local part and city hall court-yard? Better then the Just

Burning-at-Stake that previous history seemed reasonable, and

might be – or at least you might consider it so if your family destroy

babies' murdered, you and children twisted into life of constant

horror and suffering as so many are and have been and are being

by them and their vile spawn., ..

-

“Tucker Carlson: What is going on here?”

by Fox News

https://youtu.be/lag8WSbk5B0

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/0a728s5z8jc95wm

/Tucker%20Carlson%20What%20is%20going%20on%20here.mp4

—

Making-up news to push the evil-Zionist Satanic corpDragon

Owners and Controllers Narratives – across the board in

MainStream as well as similar in Big-Tech, and all Western

Institutions, Gov (Administrative States and the Puppet 'leaders'),

schools, service, ...

-

“It's Not Just CNN”

by Mark Dice

https://youtu.be/gnZt8dc5C4E

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/uy221rptsxki8h6

/It%27s%20Not%20Just%20CNN.mp4

—

This sounds like a Software application for writing I will have to try.
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I purchased a subscription based on this conversation and my trust

in Jordan Peterson's education abilities from his incredible hours of

content I have reviewed and learned from, and stimulated by, and

sometimes Justly objected too, and what seems like a competent

reproduction through his spawn of much of the principles he has

discussed previously related to the subject Codified in this Product.

And if you value sense and making an effective difference in your

and all our reality and Future, and do not at least try their free week

trial and have or can prioritize to make time – then you are an idiot.

—

I recommend that they make a video on not so much how to use,

but actually using it – write something out-of-the-blue and go

through how it reShapes .. a simple 20 minutes to 1 hour on

something. Bang out a first pass – then ...

Need an assigned Essay? ..

.. Okay - 'How has womanhood been Poisoned by the legal and

widely used options of Birth Control and baby-murder?'

(If you ask me - you might not like the Answer.)

—

My only criticism so far is simply .. Why do I have to suggest such?

Is it because they are human and sometimes a bit retarded .. like

us all.

-

#Writing #Trauma #Essay

“Julian and Jordan Peterson Discuss Essay, Their New Writing

App”

by Jordan B Peterson

https://youtu.be/l7b8ZOGBSqw?t=289

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/46gnl9llqcnjr0n

/Julian%20and%20Jordan%20Peterson%20Discuss%20Essay

%2C%20Their%20New%20Writing%20App.mp4

—

—Links—

Sign up to try Essay:

https://essay.app

-

Dr. Peterson’s writing guide:

https://essay.app/guide

Archived: https://archive.ph/wip/H9ehb
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DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/f62goiuitl2gixx

/Essay%20Writing%20Guide%20_%20Essay.pdf

-

Julian’s EP ‘Sight’ and other links, ..

https://linktr.ee/julianpeterson

—

Time | Subject

0:00 — Intro

2:48 — Julian & Privacy

4:49 — Software Testing

7:51 — Dvorak Keyboard

9:50 — Benefits & Challenges Due to Jordan’s Fame

12:49 — Julian’s Academic, Artistic, & Personal Pursuits

17:54 — Long-Term Committed Relationships

20:12 — Negotiation

23:44 — Trust in Relationships

26:57 — Thesis Topics

29:32 — Using Essay

36:51 — Applications

38:45 — Writing as an Iterative Process

40:01 — Motivation for Writing

42:33 — Facilitating Thought & Clarity

45:07 — Essay App Design

48:52 — On Keeping a Journal

50:47 — Neuroplasticity & Writing

52:30 — Remaining Competitive in the Marketplace

53:56 — Writing & Trauma

57:17 — Writing About What Matters

59:03 — Outro

#Writing #Trauma #Essay #Motivation #Relationships

—

About 'his spawn' .. I tried to follow his daughter's YouTube channel

for a bit and found it bland and uninteresting. I understand she is

too young to not be a fool – as we all were and all young people are

– and although Suffered much from her health situation clearly has

depth, she was still too unworldly to be interesting - and perhaps

and likely some better guests would have been needed .. but that

was years ago.

Peterson's comment to Dawkins in their 'debate' video I included

and wrote about in a number of posts – his comment about the

debate she got involved in about diet-meat or such has put in my

mind to try to dig-up what I could of it for review. As mentioned the

video in Post, May 27th, 2022, Friday Morning, 'Index Number

1539:', ..

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1539

Archived: https://archive.ph/KGiNr

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ccyzeo7zzf3eh94
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Multiverse Journal Index Number 1539 , May 27th, 2022, Friday

Morning

6.23MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228687466675861

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]
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Facebook Multiverse Journal Index Number 1539 , May 27th, 2022,

Friday Morning

2.67MB ∙ PDF File

Read now

Read now

—

—

On the side .. his daughter has enough of what I think of as the

classic attractive Jewish (Semitic) woman's facial features – not

over expressed - that I am now assuming his wife is Jewish, or they

a little each .. but the wife being Jewish might very well 'fit in' on

Peterson's staying power, and his evil-Blindness one the clear evil

that womanhood is pushing, and a number of other things – an

intentional or unintentional Witch-Handler roll from her is likely –

and that is to say that it is not that they do not have a great

relationship – it sure sounds good and resilient – but Vagina-god

Satan following and controlling people can play the 'greater roll'

while believing it fully – in fact most of evil is pushed under such

Delusions.

To be clear – most of older womanhood is playing such a roll –

Jewishness does not matter. Only Vagina Supremacists typical

lying slimy inHumaness (defined by the male standards of Virtue

most older male were raised to and being used against us but such

Satanic-Twisted and Twisting Nightmares seeming like people who

the world not better if they Gone.) The assumed male-hating

disposing and discarding of male virtue – the belief that the are

better suited and should e 'on top' deciding everything, the

disOrdering F-ing nightmare Sickness and inJustice that the slimy

horrors have spread and Blinded us too since crib.

—

Some encouraging news and impressions., ..

-

“Even A Worm Will Turn”

by James Collins IRELAND

https://youtu.be/Nfh4FPfqC8E

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/q0okbp0m202w2mx

/Even%20A%20Worm%20Will%20Turn.mp4
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—

Little extra – except a rating of sources he uses and a good point

about how defining all failures on some external leader is a

statement of their and all the gov systems incompetence .. or

coordinated intended and planned failure – I would add., ..

-

“They Admit Russia/Putin Is Defeating US”

by roypotterqa

https://youtu.be/we8uTLMW0Pw

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/072522zz1e2lru2

/They%20Admit%20RussiaPutin%20Is%20Defeating%20US.mp4

—

Here is the latest from him, with some good memes and video

clips., ..

-

“Welcome To Statist Kanada! Where They’ll Politely Kill You If

You’re Too Poor To Live!”

by Dollar_Vigilante

https://www.bitchute.com/video/oHUIkUeFka2p

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/hjcfxhes8evtq7r

/Welcome%20To%20Statist%20Kanada%21%20Where%20They%E2%80

%99ll%20Politely%20Kill%20You%20If%20You%E2%80

%99re%20Too%20Poor%20To%20Live%21%20-%20oHUIkUeFka2p.mp4

—

Referenced URLs in PDF, ..

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/7x5pqwgid6p9cnt

/Welcome%20To%20Statist%20Kanada%21%20Where%20They%E2%80

%99ll%20Politely%20Kill%20You%20If%20You%E2%80

%99re%20Too%20Poor%20To%20Live%21.pdf

Welcome To Statist Kanada! Where They’ll Politely Kill You If

You’re Too Poor To Live!
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Referenced 'Killdoser' story - outline video ..

A Man with a Manifesto and the ability that we should all take heart

in, that in all he did – no one was physically hurt - on purpose,

except he dies at end. He damaged and destroyed the abusive

local peoples' property.

.. if you are thinking of the local Captured Elites vile slimy horrors

near you - those on school boards and zoning boards or executive

boards that set .. busing exclusion rules for example – I would not

be surprised., ..

-

“Absolute Mad Lads – KillDozer”

by Count Dankula

https://youtu.be/Xmr6jIpXSmg

https://www.bitchute.com/video/Xmr6jIpXSmg

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/1mmi0jr57ho5dh3

/Absolute%20Mad%20Lads%20-%20KillDozer.mp4

—

Reminds me of the mouse-car the scientists put together that I think

I posted about with links a while ago, although this is much less

sophisticated .. the mouse controlled more the steering and were

set goals.

-

“Farm dog rounds up sheep in ute”

by Bearing

https://youtu.be/6uSdeDb3aVY

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/e86ruztc3joq3ol

/Farm%20dog%20rounds%20up%20sheep%20in%20ute.mp4

—

Lots of good Nerdy space stuff.

—
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I am including this mostly on the chance that the future Multiverse

Pasts to realize about the data on Star Betelgeuse's Dimming

event, ..

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Betelgeuse#2019%E2%80%9320_fading

Archived: https://archive.ph/toOXX

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/owsowk0t3t4i82c

/Betelgeuse%20-%20Wikipedia.pdf

—

—

.

.. it is in the that weather satellites' data [last story], at perhaps an

next Multiverse Restart the resources can be dedicated to the event

with this prior knowledge (Dimming starting in October 2019!)

At the very least – the companies mention will be of interest – and

with this kind of Value this Multiverse Journal provides – any

Multiverse Path where Censorship is applied can be expect to be

reduced in .. Grace, in Holy Simulation Scheduling., ..

-

“Ingenuity Hibernates For Winter & Rocketlab Ready To Go To

The Moon - Deep Space Updates - June 1st”

by Scott Manley

https://youtu.be/W4sOABdM9Q0

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/k1u1ve6ckme6ty1

/Ingenuity%20Hibernates%20For%20Winter%20_%20Rocketlab%20Ready%20To%20Go%20To%20The%20Moon%20-%20Deep%20Space%20Updates%20-%20J

—

—

May God have Mercy on us all.

—

PS. Yesterday Morning's Post – for continuity, ..

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228763459095624
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Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/ctv9gsmplb0oxkj

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201549

%20%2C%20June%206th%2C%202022%2C%20Monday%20Morning

%2C%202nd%20Octave%20of%20Pentecost.pdf

-

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1549

Archived: https://archive.ph/fmQsm

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/tk3uhizrvykor1h

/Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201549%20%2C

%20June%206th%2C%202022%2C%20Monday%20Morning

%2C%202nd%20Octave%20of%20Pentecost.pdf

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1380586020839362579

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108431189790645201

Archived: https://archive.ph/S3ag3

June 6th, 2022, Index Number 1549:

—

Most recent zipped Full Facebook Account (till 31May2022); the

posts, comments, images, and more that have not yet Censored ..

https://www.dropbox.com/s/1we7ebpbi8ssa1x

/facebook-%20for%20public%20-

StevenWork%2031%20May%202022.zip

—

Most videos and Images from Index Number 1495 to .., ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/937uky4z991q6x4

/AAC_H6qKNzerZTQSlA_Ek-W5a

—

PDFs of the latest that have been collected (of many more)

Facebook Censored Posts – listed by Index Number, in DropBox

directory here, ..

https://www.dropbox.com/sh/sdncb7pzplqlqma

/AACKP75LJ2CsI0BSd7_jo7wQa

—

Links to this Post and others related:

https://stevenwork.substack.com/p/multiverse-journal-index-number-1550

Archived: {to be added}

DropBox: {to be added}

-

https://www.facebook.com/Steven.Work/posts/10228768778108596

Archived: [Facebook Blocked]

DropBox: https://www.dropbox.com/s/vot9xaytlb8r7bz

/Facebook%20Multiverse%20Journal%20-%20Index%20Number%201550

%20%2C%20June%207th%2C%202022%2C%20Tuesday%20Morning

%2C%203rd%20Octave%20of%20Pentecost.pdf

-

https://www.minds.com/newsfeed/1380927306083602440

https://gab.com/StevWork/posts/108436549805054509

Archived: {to be added}
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